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Abstract
Liquid drops wetting a surface kept in ambient air has been widely studied over
the last few decades due to its manifold applications in technology and indus-
try. However, for a surface kept submerged under-liquid, such wetting processes
have been studied to a lesser extent. Understanding how a liquid drop inter-
acts with a surface in the presence of another liquid medium is pivotal towards
growing applications in marine ecosystem, environmental effects of oil-spills, ad-
vanced manufacturing techniques like immersion lithography, etc. It also poses
the challenging issues of liquid-liquid displacement and contact line dynamics.
The present study delineated some fundamentals of under-liquid wettability like
coalescence of two sessile drops on an under-liquid substrate, spreading of liq-
uid drops on an under-liquid substrate and drop interaction with submerged
micro-patterned substrates. Through relevant theoretical analysis as well as ex-
perimentation, it was found that the existing theories of drop interaction with a
surface in air are inadequate when a surrounding liquid medium is considered,
and needs to be modified bringing into effect key parameters of the surrounding
medium, such as its density and viscosity. Consideration of a surrounding liq-
uid medium also allows to provide a unifying framework to study such wetting
processes. For coalescence and spreading, a universal behavior was observed
in terms of the initial fast wetting regime inherent to such processes, and the
notion of coalescence-spreading analogy was found acceptable to describe such
phenomenon. However, for under-liquid wetting signature of micro-patterned
substrates, a non-universal behavior was observed which indicates the need of
newer theoretical approach to better understand wetting phenomenon on such
under-liquid surfaces.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Motivation
Wetting phenomenon is a fundamental multi-disciplinary research area having
a delicate mix of physics, chemistry, mathematics, material science and engi-
neering. Wetting refers to the interaction of two fluids (liquid-gas or liquid-
liquid) with a surface due to the intermolecular forces between them [1, 2].
Wetting can occur across different length scales: on large scales we can relate
to the drainage of water from flood-hit streets or giant waves crashing on the
beach where as on small scales, we encounter familiar events like how rain-
drops falling on leaves or our car windshields settle down forming a typical
spherical cap shape or how a coffee stain is left behind upon evaporation of
coffee drops from our clothes[3, 4]. Nature offers many more such fascinat-
ing examples of wetting phenomenon (see Fig. 1.1). Water flowing down our
kitchen faucet breaks up into a train of drops by the virtue of surface tension
driven instability [5]. A lotus leaf (or a taro leaf) due to its micro-nano hierar-
chical structures can repel water drops and contaminants easily from its surface,
the so called Lotus effect[6]. Water strider (Gerris remigis) shows remarkable
behavior of walking and gliding on water surface which can be attributed to
1
Figure 1.1: (Color online) Wetting phenomena in nature. (a) Water drop sitting
on a taro leaf. (b) A typical SEM micrograph of a cross-section of a taro leaf
showing the textured nature of the surface. The scale bar represents 20µm.
(c) Rain drops on a window pane representing the spherical cap geometry. (d)
A coffee stain formed upon evaporation of a coffee drop. (e) A water strider
standing on water.
the role of surface tension generated force around the curved water-air inter-
face coupled with its hydrophobic legs that supports its weight [7, 8, 9]. Not
only does wetting offers such fascinating physics in our day to day lives, but it
is also relevant to many technological applications. Studies involving wetting
dynamics on small scales, i.e., spreading[1, 10, 11], coalescence[12], impact of
small drops [13, 14] or manipulation of small drops in a variety of settings[15]
have direct consequences in numerous applications: from inkjet printing, pow-
der metallurgy [16], droplet microfluidics (lab on chip devices) [15, 17, 18] to
applications in oil recovery [19, 20, 21, 22, 23]. For example, Drop on Demand
(DOD) inkjet printing is based on the formation and manipulation of a single ink
drop upon actuation of a print head [24, 25]. The drainage of oil residue from
porous rocks depends on the wetting properties of oil in presence of surround-
ing gas phase, water phase and the porous media [23]. With the recent advent
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of microfluidics, there has been a surge in the study of discrete liquid drops or
bubbles in micro-scale environment applicable for advanced drug delivery[26],
bio-medical devices for diagnostic testing [27, 28], etc. However, till date, most
studies involving wetting processes have been performed for surfaces kept in
ambient air, i.e., phenomenon such as spreading, impact of liquid drops on sur-
faces kept in ambient air or coalescence of two drops kept on a surface in air.
Growing applications pertaining to underwater environment like understanding
effects of oil-spills and prevention of its adverse effects, appropriate design of
marine pipelines, low drag surfaces like submerged ship parts, etc, have made
it indispensable to perform a more generalized study of this phenomenon tak-
ing into consideration a dynamically active environment ( i.e., a surrounding
viscous liquid for this case). The present research aims to address some of the
fundamental aspects related to under-liquid wetting dynamics.
1.2 Main Topics
1.2.1 Coalescence of liquid drops
From raindrop formation in clouds to advanced manufacturing techniques like
lithography, coalescence of two liquid drops is a fundamental process where
two liquid drops on being brought together merge and form a composite drop.
The underlying physics of such merging process comes from the fact that the
two drops effectively minimizes its surface area by forming a composite drop
when brought in contact. Frenkel(1945) was the first to study the phenomenon
of drop coalescence (pendant drops in this case) - in air and concluded that
such coalescence is dictated by viscous forces within the drop, which can be de-
scribed by the Stokes equations [29]. Since then, physics of drop coalescence
has been investigated experimentally and theoretically much extensively for sus-
3
Figure 1.2: (Color online) Coalescence of sessile drops. Schematic showing the
coalescence process from side view and top view. h0(t) represents the liquid
bridge height formed upon the merging of the two drop. r0(t) represents the
liquid bridge width.
pended (pendant) drops [12, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40, 41]
and and to a lesser extent for drops in contact with a substrate (sessile drops)
[42, 43, 44, 45, 46]. When two spherical drops are deposited on a substrate
and are allowed to merge, a small liquid bridge forms connecting the two drops,
which rapidly grows due to liquid flux from the drops towards the bridge re-
gion [47, 48, 12]. This initial rapid motion is followed by a slow merging of
the two drops [42]. The shape evolution and flows within the drops during
the merging process are dictated by a balance between surface tension, viscosity
and inertial forces. Irrespective of the liquid properties, the coalescence process
always begins in a regime dominated by drop viscosity while at later times of
coalescence inertial effect takes over [41, 12, 40]. In that regard, the charac-
teristic flow Reynolds No. and the characteristic viscous length scale play an
important role in dictating the nature and extent of the initial regime. Some of
the earlier works on sessile drop coalescence focused on the growth of the liq-
uid bridge connecting the two drops in the horizontal plane. It was found that
for high viscosity drops, the bridge neck radius r(t) grows with time following
a scaling, r ∼ t1/2. Even though from a top view perspective, the coalescence
of two sessile drops is similar to that of pendant drop coalescence [12, 49],
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however, the coalescence process when viewed from side shows an entirely dif-
ferent picture due to the additional presence of the substrate [42, 43, 44, 45].
It was recently shown by Herna´ndez-Sa´nchez et al. [43] that when two sessile
drops (of high viscosity liquids) merge on a glass substrate (completely wetting
condition), an infinitesimally small liquid bridge forms, which develops a self-
similar profile and the bridge height grows linearly as h0 ∼ t. They also showed
that even though the process is three-dimensional, it can be effectively modeled
using the one-dimensional lubrication theory for viscous flows [50, 12]. How-
ever, it should be noted that, till date, all studies on sessile drop coalescence
has been performed in an ambient air medium. In many real life applications,
drops merge on a substrate in the presence of a surrounding viscous medium
[51]. Often, pollutants like oil spills from tankers and off-shore drilling facil-
ities interact with under-water marine and freshwater ecosystems. To analyze
such interactions and accordingly design appropriate under-water substrates to
mitigate environmental pollution [52], a fundamental understanding of drop
coalescence on an under-liquid substrate is required.
1.2.2 Spreading of liquid drops
A liquid drop on contact with a given surface spreads due to unbalanced interfa-
cial tension till equilibrium is reached. The final shape of the drop is character-
ized by a spherical cap geometry (see Fig. 1.4c) with equilibrium contact angle
θeq, given by the Young’s equation [1],
cosθeq =
γSV − γSL
γLV
(1.1)
Over the last few decades, the spreading process in ambient air has been widely
studied due to its relevance in technological processes such as coating and paint-
ing [53], surface characterization [54, 55], biomimmetics[56, 57], inkjet print-
5
Figure 1.3: (Color online) Schematic of spreading of a liquid drop on a substrate
in air. (a) Initial stage of spreading right after the drop makes contact with the
substrate. r(t) represents the spreading radius of the drop varying over time. R
is the drop radius. (b) Latter (final) stage of spreading, close to equilibrium. (c)
Equilibrium configuration of the drop on the substrate. θeq is the equilibrium
contact angle. γSL, γLV and γSV represent the solid-liquid, liquid-vapor and solid-
vapor interfacial tensions, respectively.
ing [58, 59], etc. Early works from Voinov [60], Tanner[61] and Cox[62]
have shown how viscous dissipation in the vicinity of the three-phase contact
line dominates the spreading process close to its equilibrium (see Fig. 1.4b),
where the drop contact radius, r grows with time following a scaling [61],
r ∼ ( γLAR9µL )1/10t1/10, where γLA is the surface tension of liquid drop in air, µL is
the liquid drop viscosity and R is the drop radius. This particular spreading
regime, close to equilibrium, is well understood due to ease of experimentally
observing the phenomenon and well established theoretical models. However,
the same cannot be said for the initial spreading regime. Just after initial con-
tact, a liquid drop spreads rapidly on a given substrate due to a high curva-
ture of drop-air interface at the moment of contact (see Fig. 1.4a) generating
a large interfacial driving force. This initial fast spreading regime lasts only for
a few microseconds to a few milliseconds depending on the viscosity of the liq-
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uid drop, and hence difficult to observe experimentally. It is also difficult to
model analytically due to challenges of infinite curvature of the drop-air inter-
face right at the moment of its contact with the surface. With recent improve-
ments in high-speed imaging techniques and Molecular Dynamic (MD) simu-
lations, the dynamics of this initial fast regime has been investigated in some
recent works[63, 64, 65, 66, 67]. In a recent study, Bird et al. showed that for
low viscosity drops like water (µD = 0.001Pa-s), the initial fast spreading pro-
cess is dominated by drop inertia with the spreading radius r growing with time
following a scaling, r ∼ ( γDARρD )1/4tα , where the exponent α was found to acquire
a value of 1/2 for a completely wetting surface (θE = 0) [64]. Further, it was
shown that the scaling exponent α changes depending on the wettability of the
surface and shows a decreased value of 1/4 for a partially wetting surface with
equilibrium contact angle, θE = 117◦ [64]. For their experiments, they observed
the spreading process using side-view imaging with a high speed camera. Eddi
et al., with a novel bottom view imaging, was able to study the early times of
spreading process with improved spatial resolution and found that irrespective
of surface wettability, spreading process for high viscosity liquids always began
in a regime dominated by drop viscosity and that the process is inherently simi-
lar to viscous coalescence of two pendant liquid drops [65]. As far as spreading
on an under-liquid surface is concerned, only a handful of literature is available
[68, 69, 70, 71]. Goosens et al. studied the spreading of different oil drops
on hydrophobic silicon substrates immersed in water and found that the latter,
close to equilibrium, spreading regime is dictated by viscous dissipation with lin-
early additive contribution from both the drop viscosity and surrounding water
viscosity [70]. However, their study did not address the initial fast spreading
regime in a comprehensive manner [70]. It should be noted that this particu-
lar case of spreading considering a surrounding viscous liquid medium is cru-
cial towards the understanding of environmental problems like how pollutant
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oil drops wet fish scales[52] and affects other marine lives. The present study
aims to contribute towards a comprehensive understanding of this spreading
phenomenon on an under-liquid substrate and thereby arrive at a generalized
model for spreading of a liquid drop in the presence of another liquid medium.
1.2.3 Wetting on textured surfaces
Figure 1.4: (Color online) Wetting on surfaces. (a) Equilibrium configuration
of a liquid drop on a smooth hydrophilic and hydrophobic surface. (b) A liquid
drop on a textured surface showing the Cassie-Baxter configurations where the
liquid drop sits on top of the micro-textures with air trapped beneath. (c) A liq-
uid drop on a textured surface showing the Wenzel configuration with complete
penetration of the asperities.
Nature provides ample inspiration for scientific research where behavior such
as how raindrops or dew drops interact with a lotus leaf can be effectively mim-
icked to create similar surfaces with potential applications in real life problems.
A lotus leaf with its micro-nano hierarchical structures represents a surface
which is hydrophobic, i.e, tendency to repel water drops[6]. Similar to lotus
leaves, taro leaves have similar textured surface properties which are capable
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of demonstrating self-cleaning effects [72]. Further, many insects possess sim-
ilar micro and nano-scaled, two-tier surface roughness on their wings, which
can effectively remove water drops and contaminants [73]. Such hydrophobic
textures can be mimicked with standard lithography techniques to create artifi-
cial hydrophobic (superhydrophobic) surface with potential applications in self
cleaning windows [74, 75, 76], anti-icing [77, 78], surfaces producing low drag
in fluid flow[76, 79], surfaces capable of preventing bio-fouling[80, 81], etc.
When a liquid drop is deposited on a given textured surface, it either completely
penetrates the micro structures exhibiting a Wenzel configuration [82], or it can
sit on the top of the micro structures with air trapped beneath, known as the
Cassie-Baxter configuration[83] (see Fig. 1.4). For a liquid drop on a textured
surface kept in air in a Wenzel configuration, the equilibrium contact angle can
be denoted as [82],
cosθW = rcosθ0 (1.2)
where, r is the surface roughness factor defined as the ratio of actual area of
solid-liquid interface to the area of solid-liquid interface projected on the hori-
zontal plane and θ0 is the equilibrium contact angle on the corresponding flat
surface, i.e., Young’s angle. On the other hand, for the Cassie-Baxter wetting
state, the equilibrium contact angle of the drop on the textured surface kept in
air can be expressed as [83, 84],
cosθCB = φcosθ0+φ −1 (1.3)
where, φ is the solid-liquid area fraction. Based on the above wetting models,
wetting characteristics on such textured surfaces kept in ambient air medium
has been widely studied over the last two decades[82, 83, 85, 86, 87, 88, 89, 90,
91, 92, 80, 74, 76, 93, 94]. But what happens when such textured surfaces are
kept submerged in water? Are the existing wetting models of Wenzel and Cassie-
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Baxter adequate for characterization of textured surfaces under-water? Very few
studies have made an attempt to comprehensively answer this question [55, 95,
96, 97, 98]. The relevance of the study can be again found in nature where fish
scales and shark skin possess similar micro-nano hierarchical structures which
helps them to repel oil drops and under-water pollutants [99]. Such behavior
can be mimicked and artificial surfaces can be designed to represent submerged
ship parts and under-water pipelines, for drag reduction [76, 99, 79], as well
as which can effectively repel oil drops in the event of a marine oil spill [57,
56]. For that purpose, a fundamental understanding of under-liquid wettability
of micro-textured surfaces is required. The present work aims to throw some
light on this unresolved issue of under-liquid wetting by studying the wetting
behavior of oil drops on micro-patterned surfaces kept under-water.
1.3 Thesis organization
This thesis has been organized based on 1 published paper and two papers cur-
rently under review in respective peer-reviewed journals. The thesis consists of
5 chapters.
Chapter 1 (the present chapter) serves as the introduction to the thesis and
provides the central motivation and objectives of the thesis.
Chapter 2 emphasizes the development of a modified lubrication model to
explain the coalescence behavior of two under-liquid sessile drops. A step by
step derivation of the governing equation has been shown. The final modified
lubrication equation has been analyzed on the basis of significance of each terms
present in the equation. The solution methodology and a simplified scaling law
has been provided. The coalescence behavior has been explained in terms of
growth of liquid bridge height and self-similarity of bridge profile. The effects
of viscosity of the drop liquid and surrounding liquid, and the viscosity ratio
10
therein, on the coalescence process has been analyzed. Relevant conclusions
were drawn.
Chapter 3 presents the experimental study of liquid drop spreading on an
surface immersed in a second liquid. The experimental technique and has been
explained and the results analyzed. The spreading scenarios for different drop
liquids in ambient air as well as under-water has been explained thoroughly.
A conclusion has been proposed unifying the spreading dynamics of the liquid
drops of across a wide range of viscosity on a surface in any given surrounding
medium.
Chapter 4 focuses on experimental investigation of behavior of oil drops on
an under-liquid micro-patterned surface. The surface fabrication procedure has
been briefly explained. The experimental procedure has been stated and re-
sults (in terms of contact angle measurements) explained. Special emphasize
was given to the receding dynamics of the liquid drop on the micro-patterned
substrates placed under-water. The conclusion focused on the discrepancy of
experimentally observed values with those predicted by existing theories.
Finally, Chapter 5 summarizes the conclusion drawn from each of the re-
search topics, and briefly discusses future scope.
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Chapter 2
Symmetric drop coalescence on an
under-liquid substrate 1
2.1 Introduction
Coalescence of two liquid drops kept on an under-liquid substrate is a relevant
fluid mechanics problem with potential applications in marine ecosystem, im-
mersion lithography, etc. Even in ambient air, coalescence dynamics of two
sessile drops [1, 2, 3, 4, 5] is fundamentally different from that of coalescence
of two pendant drops [6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18] simply due
to the challenges posed by the presence of the substrate and therein, the pres-
ence of the three-phase contact line. However, from results presented for drop
coalescence on substrates kept in air, it was found that the initial coalescence
for spreading drops is governed by the bridge geometry and not by the substrate
wettability [2]. It is then expected that a surrounding liquid medium would offer
significant viscous resistance to the coalescence process and hinder the growth
of the liquid bridge connecting the two drops. In doing so, it may significantly
1A version of this chapter has been published as : Mitra, S., & Mitra, S. K. (2015). Symmetric
drop coalescence on an under-liquid substrate.Phys. Rev. E, 92(3), 033013.
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alter the initial temporal variation of the bridge height. Similarly, the growth
of the bridge width, r0, i.e, the bridge dimensions in the horizontal plane, may
show a different scaling behavior (in air, for viscous drops r0 ∼ t1/2 [1]).
In this chapter, a fundamental question pertaining to drop coalescence on an
under-liquid substrate, have been addressed: Can a modified version of the one-
dimensional lubrication theory be constructed to signify the effect of a surround-
ing viscous medium and arrive at a unifying framework to understand this prob-
lem for any combination of drop and surrounding liquid? Through appropriate
theoretical analysis we have formulated a modified one-dimensional lubrication
equation to account for the coalescence dynamics, which is valid for a range of
viscosity ratios between the liquid drop and the surrounding medium. Further,
we have identified the characteristic time scale pertaining to sessile drop coa-
lescence on under-liquid substrates. Our central finding is that there exists a
universal scaling regime for bridge height growth both for air and under-liquid
substrates for early stage of coalescence. On top of that, it was found that the
self similar nature of the bridge profile during the early stage of coalescence per-
sists for lesser time in case of under-liquid substrates as compared to those in
air.
2.2 Theory and Formulation
The governing equations for two sessile drops coalescing on a substrate kept
immersed in another viscous liquid (see Fig. 2.1 ) are derived from the creeping
flow approximation of the Navier Stokes equation. The drop liquid is considered
to be a Newtonian liquid with density ρD, viscosity µD, moving with a velocity
field uD, and having a pressure field pD, within a surrounding viscous medium
whose viscosity is µL. Therefore, the continuity and momentum equations can
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Figure 2.1: (Color online) (a) Side view schematic of the symmetric coalescence
process of two equal drops on a substrate in a surrounding viscous medium.
h0(t) indicates the liquid bridge height formed due to the merging drops. (b)
The liquid bridge region shown in an extended view representing a symmetric
wedge geometry with a wedge angle θ(t). The velocity vectors are shown at
the drop(wedge)-liquid interface. The figure is symmetric about the vertical z-
axis. (c) Schematic of the coalescence phenomenon when viewed from top. r0(t)
denotes the bridge growth in the lateral y-direction. R0 is the original drop base
radius.
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be written as:
∇uD = 0 (2.1)
∇2uD = ∇pD (2.2)
subjected to boundary conditions: no-slip at the substrate,
uD = 0 : z= 0 (2.3)
tangential stress balance at the drop-liquid interface,
τL = τD : z= h(x, t) (2.4)
and normal stress balance at the drop-liquid interface,
pD = pL− γ ∂
2h
∂x2
: z= h(x, t) (2.5)
Inherent to such cases where one liquid displaces another one in contact with
a surface is a nonintegrable contact line singularity, which is caused by a diverg-
ing stress field at the three phase contact line formed by the liquid-liquid-solid
system [19, 20]. The common approach to circumvent this challenge is to use
an adherence or slip condition near the contact line, as suggested by Huh and
Scriven[20]. Another approach to circumvent this problem is to consider the
drop profile in the immediate vicinity of the three phase contact line as a liquid
wedge [21]. We have taken a similar approach and have considered the drop
profiles in the immediate vicinity of the contact line, at the location where the
two drops are in contact, as liquid wedges and the surrounding viscous medium
essentially gets displaced by sliding up the wedge. In doing so, the slip condition
at the contact line has been effectively relieved. When the two drops, originally
close to equilibrium, have just made initial contact, the individual wedge an-
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gles formed by them with the substrate and surrounding medium will almost
be same as their individual equilibrium contact angles. As the drops merge,
the wedge angle will gradually diminish over time. It is to be noted here that
since we are only considering symmetric coalescence of two equal drops of the
same liquid, the wedge angles will be same for both the drop profiles. Further,
our analysis is valid for the initial times of coalescence, when the liquid bridge
height is much smaller than the overall drop size. The wedge model effectively
simplifies the flow model for the surrounding displaced liquid. The two dimen-
sional incompressible flow of the displaced surrounding liquid is modeled using
a similar Stokes’ equation, but in terms of the stream function, ψL(r,φ). Hence,
the governing equation for the flow of the surrounding liquid medium reduces
to a bi-harmonic equation with the point of contact of the two liquid wedges as
the origin of the polar coordinate system(see Fig. 2.1(b)) and can be expressed
as,
∇4ψL = 0 (2.6)
the solution for which reduces to [20]:
ψL(r,φ) = r(asinφ +bcosφ + cφsinφ +dφcosφ) (2.7)
Upon solution, the velocity components can be expressed as:
vL,r =−[acosφ +bsinφ + c(sinφ +φcosφ)+d(cosφ −φsinφ)] (2.8)
vL,φ = asinφ +bcosφ + cφsinφ +dφcosφ (2.9)
By evaluating the constants a,b,c, and d, and finding vL,r and vL,φ , the stress
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balance at the drop-liquid interface can be written as,
µD
∂uD
∂ z
= µL
uD f1(θ)+ vL,0 f2(θ)
z
(2.10)
where, vL,0 = ∂h0/∂ t is the velocity of the liquid bridge at x = 0, and f1(θ) and
f2(θ) are functions of the gradually diminishing wedge angle, θ(t). See Ap-
pendix A for detailed expressions. From Eqs.[ B.1- 2.4, 2.10], the velocity field
for the drops can be expressed as:
uD(x,z, t) =
[
1
2µD
(
∂ pD
∂x
)
z2− 1
µD
((
∂ pD
∂x
)
h(x, t)+
µL
h(x, t)
f2(θ)v
)
z
]
×
[
1− µL
µD
1
h(x, t)
f1(θ)z
]−1
(2.11)
Taking into account the pressure exerted by the surrounding liquid on the
drops, the drop pressure variation can be found using Eq (5) as:
∂ pD
∂x
=−ρLg∂h∂x − γ
∂ 3h
∂x3
(2.12)
In the right hand side of Eq.(2.12), the second term representing capillarity
makes the dominant contribution. Only when the bridge dimensions are large
enough to exceed the capillary length scale of the problem, the hydrostatic pres-
sure head makes significant contribution to the pressure variation. Combining
Eqs.[2.11,2.12], we get the expression for the velocity field uD and hence the the
volumetric flow rate, Q(x,z, t) =
∫ h
0 u(x,z, t)dz. On imposing mass conservation,
∂h
∂ t +
∂Q
∂x = 0, the one-dimensional modified lubrication equation for the symmet-
ric drop coalescence on a substrate kept in a surrounding viscous medium can
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be expressed as:
∂h
∂ t
+
µ∞︷ ︸︸ ︷ 13µD︸︷︷︸
A1
+
5
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µL
µ2D
f1(θ)︸ ︷︷ ︸
B1
+
3
20
µ2L
µ3D
f1(θ)2︸ ︷︷ ︸
C1
+...∞
× ∂∂x
(
ρLgh3
∂h
∂x
+ γh3
∂ 3h
∂x3
)
+
∂h0
∂ t
∂h
∂x
µdyn︷ ︸︸ ︷ µLµD f2(θ)︸ ︷︷ ︸
A2
+
2
3
(
µL
µD
)2
f1(θ) f2(θ)︸ ︷︷ ︸
B2
+...∞
= 0
(2.13)
2.2.1 Analysis of the governing equation
The modified lubrication equation for the symmetric drop coalescence on an
under-liquid substrate is valid for an extensive range of viscosity ratios of the
drop liquid and surrounding liquid, µDµL ∼ 10− 106. The inverse of the term
containing the infinite series in the left-hand side of Eq.(2.13), denoted as µ∞,
represents effective viscosity with contribution from both the drop liquid and
surrounding liquid viscosity which is primarily responsible for opposing the cap-
illary attraction between the coalescing drops. The group of terms representing
the second infinite series, denoted as µdyn, reflects effective viscous resistance to
the coalescence behavior brought about by the flow in the surrounding viscous
liquid. The term A1 (within µ∞) has the dominant contribution here and only
when µD/µL ≤ 200, each of the other terms B1 , C1 (within µ∞) and A2 , B2
(within µdyn) gain prominence. It should be noted here that f1(θ) and f2(θ) are
both negative for a particular drop-liquid combination which clearly signifies
that on increasing the surrounding liquid viscosity the duration of the coales-
cence process will increase. Further, keeping the surrounding liquid viscosity
fixed, an increase in drop viscosity also leads to longer coalescence times. On
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the other hand, as the viscosity ratio µDµL increases (i.e.,
µL
µD becoming smaller), the
contribution from the terms B1, C1 and A2, B2 diminishes and for a very large
viscosity ratio, such as with air as the surrounding medium, the terms B1, C1,
A2 and B2 effectively tend to zero and become negligible. Hence, for such cases,
the one-dimensional lubrication equation for drop coalescence in air can be re-
covered from our modified governing equation[50](See Appendix B for detailed
derivation):
∂h
∂ t
+
γ
3µD
∂
∂x
(
h3
∂ 3h
∂x3
)
= 0 (2.14)
For the purpose of scaling analysis, locally in the bridge (i.e., at x = 0) the ap-
propriate length scales are h∼ h0 and ∇∼ tanθ0/h0. Using those, the governing
equation (Eq. 2.13) locally in the bridge, for early times of coalescence can be
expressed as (neglecting gravity),
∂h0
∂ t
+
γtan4θ0
µvis
+
∂h0
∂ t
tanθ0µdyn = 0 (2.15)
where µvis = 1/µ∞. Hence, the simplified scaling of bridge height growth for
early times reduces to,
h0(1+ tanθ0µdyn) =
γtan4θ0
µvis
t (2.16)
On rearranging, the scaling for bridge height growth at early times can be writ-
ten as,
h0 ∼ γµe f f t (2.17)
where, µe f f = µvis(1+ tanθ0µdyn), represents the effective viscosity dictating the
coalescence dynamics.
In a recent study, Ramiasa et al. [22] observed the spreading of oil drops on a
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Figure 2.2: (Color online) Comparison of effective viscosity (µe f f ) dictating the
coalescence process, proposed in this study, (black line, open triangles) with that
proposed by Ramiasa et al. [22] (red line, circles)
substrate immersed in water and proposed that the effective viscosity resisting
the spreading process is the sum of the drop viscosity and surrounding liquid
(water) viscosity, i.e., µD+ µL. The corresponding effective viscosity resisting
the coalescence process studied here can be written as 3(µD+ µL). On compar-
ing the effective viscosity obtained from the present scaling analysis, i.e., µe f f
with that of Ramiasa et al.’s definition of ‘effective viscosity’, it was found that
our proposed representation of the effective viscosity dictating the coalescence
process agrees well with the existing theory, as shown in Fig. 2.2. A devia-
tion of our proposed expression from the literature value [68] was observed for
drop-surrounding liquid viscosity ratios below 10 (see Fig. 2.2).
2.3 Results and Discussions
An implicit finite difference numerical scheme has been employed to solve the
governing equation (Eq.(2.13)) and obtain the temporal evolution of the drop
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profile h(x, t). Essentially, the governing equation is discreatized in the x-direction
and the resulting ODE is solved using a central difference method. A second or-
der Runge-Kutta technique is employed for the optimal time stepping, where
the difference in the obtained profile values between each time step ∆t and two
half steps ∆t/2 is used for optimal control of the profile shape. For ease of com-
putation, we consider an initial bridge height, h00 and the corresponding time
elapsed is considered to be t0. We consider a physical system where laser oil
drops of viscosity 0.1Pa-s, 0.2Pa-s, 1Pa-s and 12.2Pa-s are considered as the drop
liquid while water (µL = 0.001Pa-s) is considered to be the surrounding medium.
The drop-surrounding liquid interfacial tension is constant at 33× 10−3N ·m−1
for all the drop viscosity. Each pair of same liquid drops are coalescing on a
substrate (with equilibrium contact angle, θ0 = 22o) immersed in water. The
characteristic viscous length scale (lv = µD2/ρDγ) for the drops are 2.8×10−4m,
1.14× 10−3m, 2.8× 10−2m, and 4m, respectively making the creeping flow ap-
proximation valid for the initial period of bridge growth (henceforth be called
as Regime I). It should be noted that the chosen system yields a wide viscosity
ratios of the drop and the surrounding liquid, i.e., 100≤ µD/µL ≤ 12200.
2.3.1 Varying viscosity of drop and surrounding liquid
The bridge height growth for the early stage of coalescence (Regime I) is shown
in Fig. (2.3). It can be seen that the bridge height grows with time following
a scaling h0 ∼ (t − t0)0.89 during Regime I of coalescence process. The scaling
observed is found to be independent of the viscosity ratio of the two liquids.
The largest viscosity ratio shown here is similar to the case when two liquid
drops are coalescing in ambient air. It is evident that the scaling observed for
Regime I for the present under-liquid coalescence is similar to that observed for
coalescence in air medium, i.e., h0 ∼ t [43, 46]. However, it should be noted
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Figure 2.3: (Color online) Growth of the bridge height with time in Regime
1 of coalescence for four different viscosity ratios. For a practical system, it
represents laser oil drops of viscosities 0.1 Pa-s, 0.2 Pa-s, 1 Pa-s, and 12.2 Pa-s (
ρD = 1100kg ·m−3 and γ = 33× 10−3N ·m−1), respectively, on a substrate (with
equilibrium contact angle θ0 = 22o) immersed in water (ρL,1 = 1000kg ·m−3 and
µL,1= 1mPa-s). Radius of each drop is 1mm so that gravity effects are negligible.
The bridge height growth for all cases follows the scaling, h0 ∼ (t− t0)0.89.
that in Fig. 2.3, drops of large viscosity values are used to obtain the different
viscosity ratios, while the surrounding liquid viscosity is kept fixed. Hence, it
cannot be concluded yet whether the scaling observed is dictated by the viscos-
ity ratio or solely by the drop viscosity. A more comprehensive understanding of
the under-liquid coalescence process is required, for which, the role of relatively
lower viscosity ratios needs to be taken into consideration. Futher, the effect of
variation in the surrounding liquid viscosity needs to be accounted for.
In Figure 2.4a, we have shown the dependance of different viscosity ratios (10,
50 and 100) on the growth of bridge height. In this case, the drop liquid is kept
constant and the surrounding liquid is varied, having similar interfacial tension,
to obtain the mentioned viscosity ratios. From the curves, it can be seen that on
increasing the surrounding liquid viscosity, keeping the drop viscosity constant,
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Figure 2.4: (Color online) (a) Growth of the bridge height with time in Regime
1 of coalescence for three different viscosity ratios. In this case, the drop viscos-
ity is kept constant (ρD,1 = 1100kg ·m−3,µD,1 = 0.1Pa-s), while the surrounding
liquid is varied to obtain viscosity ratios of 10, 50 and 100, having similar inter-
facial tension of about 33×10−3N ·m−1. The bridge height growth for all these
cases follows the scaling, h0 ∼ (t − t0)0.89. (b) Evolution of the bridge height
versus time in Regime 1 of coalescence for a viscosity ratio of 100. Drops of vis-
cosity 1Pa-s and 0.1Pa-s, respectively, are considered coalescing in the presence
of surrounding liquids of viscosity 0.01Pa-s and 0.001Pa-s, respectively to obtain
the same viscosity ratio of 100, while interfacial tension is constant at about
33×10−3N ·m−1. Here also, the growth of bridge height for all cases was found
to obey the scaling, h0 ∼ (t− t0)0.89.
the duration of coalescence increases. However, as observed earlier, the bridge
height grows following a similar scaling, h0 ∼ (t− t0)α , where α is 0.89, irrespec-
tive of the viscosity ratio. It can be seen from Fig. 2.4a, all the curves merge into
a single curve towards the later half of coalescence in Regime I. It can be argued
that at this point, the coalescence process undergoes a regime change and en-
ters a regime where the bridge growth slows down, which is referred hereafter
as Regime II. Essentially, Regime II signifies a period where the surrounding liq-
uid has been completely displaced out by the coalescing drops. Hence, during
this period, it is the drop viscosity that solely dictates the bridge growth dynam-
ics evident from the merging of all the curves. Further, on varying both the drop
and surrounding liquid viscosity to arrive at the same viscosity ratio, the same
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scaling for the initial period of bridge height growth is observed (see Fig. 2.4b).
Upon analysis of all the different cases with appropriate variation of the drop liq-
uid and surrounding liquid viscosity, we arrive at the following conclusions: (a)
the coalescence process is primarily dictated by the interfacial tension and the
effective viscosity, µe f f and (b) for any viscosity ratio of the drop and surround-
ing liquid, the bridge height, during early stage of coalescence, grows following
a scaling h0 ∼ tα , the exponent α = 0.89, which is very close to 1, as observed
for air [43, 46].
Figure 2.5: (Color online) Growth of the bridge height with time in scaled
coordinates. A wide range of viscosity ratios, 10 to 12200 is represented here.
For a practical system, it represents any combination of drop and surrounding
liquid representing the entire range of viscosity ratios, provided the interfacial
tension and the surface wettability remain the same. The solid line shows the
bridge height growth with time for symmetric coalescence in air. The dotted
lines are the variation for an under-liquid substrate corresponding to Regimes I
and II of coalescence, respectively.
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2.3.2 Universal scaling behavior
From Eq.2.17, an appropriate characteristic time scale for drop coalescence on
an under-liquid substrate can be expressed as,
τ ≡ µe f fR0
γ
(2.18)
where R0 is the drop base radius. On non-dimensionalizing the bridge height as
h∗ = h0/R0 and time as t∗ = (t− t0)/τ, it was found that the computed numeri-
cal values of bridge height for all the different viscosity ratios collapsed onto a
single master curve (Fig. 2.5). From the master curve, it can be concluded that
the bridge height scales as h∗ ∼ t∗0.89 in the predominant period of initial rapid
bridge growth (Regime I) irrespective of the viscosity ratio. Towards later times
of coalescence (Regime II), the bridge growth slows down significantly and fol-
lows a scaling law, h∗ ∼ t∗0.24. Hence, it can be inferred that the bridge height
growth at early times of drop coalescence follows a universal behavior.
Further, the growth of the bridge width with respect to time was also studied.
From a purely geometrical perspective, the bridge dimensions in perpendicu-
lar and lateral directions are related as r0 ∼ (R0h0/θ0)1/2 [46]. Hence, using the
scaling observed for the bridge height with respect to time in presence of the sur-
rounding viscous medium, we arrive at the scaling law followed by the growth
of the bridge width, r∗ ∼ t∗0.45, in Regime I of the coalescence process(see Fig.
2.6).
2.3.3 Self-similar dynamics
The growth of the liquid bridge during early stage of coalescence (Regime I)
follows a self-similar profile, as shown in (Fig.2.7). Essentially, self similarity of
bridge profile implies equal growth of the bridge dimensions in horizontal and
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Figure 2.6: (Color online) Growth of the bridge width with respect to time in
scaled coordinates for all the different viscosity ratios. The dashed line shows
the scaling observed here.
vertical directions. Such self-similarity was shown to exist for drop coalescence
in air as well. However, for the present under-liquid case, the self-similarity was
observed to persist for a time period much lesser than that observed in air [2].
This can be attributed to the greater viscous resistance to the bridge growth in
vertical direction than in the horizontal direction.
2.4 Conclusions
Through appropriate theoretical formulation, a modified lubrication equation is
presented to describe the early time coalescence behavior of two sessile drops
on an under-liquid substrate. The modified equation adequately accounts for
the role of the drop viscosity as well as the surrounding liquid viscosity. It was
found that irrespective of the viscosity ratio of the drop and surrounding liquid
(even air), the coalescence process initiates in a regime (Regime I) where the
liquid bridge height grows linearly with time (h∗ ∼ t∗), thus showing a universal
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Figure 2.7: (Color online) Bridge profile showing self-similar dynamics for the
initial period of bridge growth in Regime I of coalescence (µD = 0.2Pa-s,µL =
1mPa-s). The bridge height and position are rescaled as H∗ = h(x, t)/h0 and
ϕ = θx/h0, respectively [43].
behavior. Further, it was found that the coalescence process slows down eventu-
ally and enters a regime (Regime II) of slower bridge height growth where the
bridge height scales as h∗ ∼ t∗0.24. From our numerical analysis, this crossover
was observed to occur for t∗ ∼ 9. On extending the scaling behavior of bridge
width, presented in Fig. 2.6 to the latter slower regime, solely on the basis of
liquid bridge geometry, an exponent of 0.12 was found (i.e., half of the expo-
nent for the bridge height growth). The rate of bridge width growth in Regime
II (where the contact line motion begins) is expected to have more dependence
on surface wettability. However, at the point of crossover t∗ ∼ 9, the growth rate
should retain some dependence on geometry. Interestingly, the exponent 0.12
is very close to that 0.1 exponent commonly seen for drop base radius growth
during spreading, as per Tanner’s Law [23].
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Chapter 3
How liquid drops spread 1
3.1 Introduction
Spreading of a liquid drop on a substrate kept submerged in another viscous liq-
uid medium is a relevant problem with manifold applications ranging from oil
recovery[1, 2], design of appropriate marine surfaces [3, 4] to droplet microfluidics[5,
6]. The corresponding spreading behavior on a substrate kept in air is well
known. For low viscosity liquids like water (µD = 1 mPa-s), the spreading
process can be characterized as a two stage process: an initial fast spread-
ing regime right after first contact dominated by drop inertia [7, 8, 9, 10, 11]
and a latter slower regime, close to equilibrium, dominated by viscous effects
[12, 13, 14, 7, 8, 15, 9, 10, 16]. However, for high viscosity liquids like glyc-
erin and viscous mixtures of glycerin and water, the spreading process in air
was found to consist of a single viscosity-dominated regime where the drop con-
tact radius grows following a power law, r ∼ tα , where the apparent exponent
α is defined as α = dd(log t)(logr) [15]. It was found that the apparent exponent
changes throughout the spreading process from an initial high value of 0.8 to
1A version of this chapter has been published as : Mitra, S., & Mitra, S. K.
(2016). Understanding the early regime of drop spreading. Langmuir, 2016. DOI:
10.1021/acs.langmuir.6b02189, 2016.
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a final value of 0.1 close to equilibrium[15]. Further, it was observed that this
power law dependence at early times of spreading is inherently similar [15] to
the scaling observed for the growth of liquid bridge radius (i.e., rb ∼ − 1pi tlog t)
upon coalescence of two pendant drops [17]. The inherent similarity between
spreading and coalescence at early times comes from the similar interfacial driv-
ing force as well as the self-similar nature of flow profiles [17, 15]. In their
recent studies involving coalescence of two pendant drops, Paulsen et al. found
that even for low viscosity liquids like water, the coalescence process always
begins in a viscosity dominated regime [18, 19, 20]. By the virtue of similar-
ity between spreading and coalescence at early times, it is then expected that
spreading too for an extensive range of liquid viscosity can begin in a viscous
regime. Despite the theoretical feasibility, experimentally such behavior has not
been observed.
Figure 3.1: (Color online) Initial stage of a liquid drop spreading on a substrate
kept in air(or surrounding liquid). The width of the narrow gap ζ is the dom-
inant length scale dictating spreading at this initial stage which scales as the
viscous length scale of the problem, lv.
To better characterize the early time spreading behavior, an important consid-
eration is the characteristic viscous length scale of the process (see Fig. 3.1)
denoted by lv =
µD2
ρDγDA (where µD, ρD and γDA represent drop viscosity, density
and surface tension in air, respectively), considering the surrounding medium to
be ambient air. We introduce a further parameter to characterize such spread-
ing process in the form of viscosity ratio of drop and the surrounding medium,
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µD/µS, where the surrounding medium can be any gas or liquid. For low viscos-
ity liquids like water (µD = 1 mPa-s) drops spreading in air, the viscous length
scale is of the order of 20nm and viscosity ratio of the drop and surrounding
air (µD/µS) is 55. Hence, for spreading of water drops on any given surface,
even though the spreading process initiates in a viscous regime, it cannot be
effectively captured due to limitations in optical diffraction limit coupled with a
fast spreading dynamics. Bulk of the literature available has thus been able to
study the spreading behavior for such low viscosity liquid drops from an initial
inertial regime [7, 8, 9, 10, 11]. On the other hand, for high viscosity liquids
like glycerin and silicon oils (µD ∼ 100− 104 mPa-s), the viscous length scale is
of the order of a few millimeters and the corresponding liquid-air viscosity ra-
tio typically can be found in the range of 6000− 105. Hence, it is logical that
the early time spreading process for such liquids remains entirely in a viscous
regime [15]. We can further analyze an intermediate class of liquids like dibutyl
pthalate and many vegetable oils which has a viscosity of the range 10-50 mPa-s
yielding viscosity ratios in the range 550 - 3000 and having characteristic vis-
cous length scale of the order of 10 µm. For such cases, even though an initial
viscous regime exists, it is difficult to capture experimentally due to the inherent
rapidity of the early time spreading process.
In the present chapter we report the study of this familiar spreading process on
an under-liquid substrate. For a substrate immersed in a second viscous medium,
the spreading process takes place at a much slower rate than in air. Hence, it is
possible to resolve the spatial clarity at very times of spreading. In doing so, it
was possible to circumvent all the challenges in terms of spatio-temporal clarity
posed by the process in ambient air.
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Figure 3.2: (Color online) (a) Experimental set-up of the spreading process. (b)
Time snaps obtained from side view imaging, showing the growth of spreading
radius r(t) during the spreading of a Dibutyl Pthalate (DBP) drop on a boro-
silicate glass substrate kept immersed in a water-filled glass cuvette. The red
line indicates the drop-surrounding water interface while the green dotted line
represents the substrate location. (c) Corresponding bottom view time snaps.
It can be seen that bottom view imaging provides better spatial clarity at very
early times (first frame to the left) compared to the respective side view image.
The scale bar represents 50µm.
3.2 Experiment
Figure 3.2a shows the experimental set up used for the present study. The
spreading behavior of laser oil (Cargille Labs, NJ, USA) and dibuthyl pthalate
(DBP) (Sigma-Aldrich, Canada) drops on a boro-silicate glass substrate kept im-
mersed in a water filled glass cuvette (SC-02, Kruss, Germany) was studied.
Before each experiment, the glass slides were thoroughly rinsed in ethanol, then
sonicated for 10 mins and further cleaned with DI water. A custom-made contact
angle measurement system was used to conduct the spreading experiments. A
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Table 3.1: Main Physical properties of the liquids used in the experiments
Working Liquids ρD µD γDA γDW µD/µA µD/µW
(kg/m3) (mPa-s) mN/m mN/m
Laser oil 1069 200 24.5 33.33 11000 200
DBP 1043 16 31 22 880 16
Water 1000 1 72.1 55
liquid drop of radius 0.7 mm (so that gravity effects are negligible, See Appendix
C) was formed quasi-statically at the tip of a PTFE needle by operating the syring
pump at a well defined flow rate of 2-7 µL/min. The drop was then gently made
to touch the substrate kept at the bottom of the water-filled glass cuvette to ini-
tiate the spreading process. To capture the spreading dynamics, i.e., evolution
of the drop contact radius over time, a high speed camera, Photron FASTCAM
UX-100 coupled with a 10X optical zoom lens was used. For proper illumination,
a cold LED was used. Both side view and bottom view imaging was performed
to study the spreading dynamics where bottom view imaging was found to pro-
vide better spatial clarity at early times. Figs. 3.2b and 3.2c show the time
snaps for the early time spreading behavior obtained from side view and bottom
view imaging respectively. To capture the early time spreading process, record-
ing speeds of 8000fps - 10000 fps were used. The recording speeds together
with the 10X lens magnification provided a spatial resolution of 1µm/pixel. The
captured videos were first broken up into individual frames, which were then
analyzed using an image analysis software (ImageJ[21]) to extract the change
in spreading radius with time. Each set of experiments were repeated 6 times
to ensure consistency. The main uncertainty in the experimental data is in the
the spatial resolution for very early times of the drop spreading process where
an error corresponding to 1-2 pixels in demarcating the drop-surrounding water
interface exists, which translates to an error of 1-2 µm in the measurement of
spreading radius.
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3.3 Results and Discussions
3.3.1 Spreading under-water
Here, we report the spreading behavior observed for laser and DBP drops on
the under-water glass substrate. The spreading process for DBP drops on the
under-water glass substrate was observed to initiate in a distinct viscous regime.
This is evident from the fact that the growth of spreading radius obeyed a vis-
cous scaling law, r =C0
γDW t
piµD , the best fit showing an exponent of 0.95±0.05 (see
curve 1 of Fig. 3.3). It should be noted that the prefactor C0 was found to de-
viate significantly from unity (the value commonly observed for coalescence of
two hanging drops in air [17, 18, 22]). A non-universal prefactor indicates the
role of the surrounding liquid viscosity (or the viscosity ratio of the drop and
the surrounding liquid, µD/µW = 16 in this case). Interestingly, an intermediate
regime (see curve 1 of Fig. 3.3) with a distinct power-law growth of r ∼ tα was
observed right after the initial viscous regime. The exponent α was found to ac-
quire a value of 0.49, i.e., close to 0.5. The power-law growth with an exponent
of 0.5 is indicative of a possible inertial regime. However, on comparing with
the scaling law normally obsereved for inertial coalescence of two liquid drops
in air, i.e., r = D0(
γDWR
ρD )
1/2t1/2 it was found that the prefactor D0 deviated from
unity. Hence, in this intermediate regime, as well, a non-universal prefactor was
noted indicating the role of the surrounding viscous medium. For liquid drop
spreading, the dominant length scale, i.e., the viscous length scale for this pro-
cess can be characterized by the drop neck height ζ ∼ lv ∼ r22R (see Fig. 3.1) just
after the drop makes contact with the substrate[15, 18], where R is the drop
radius (0.7mm in our case). Hence, from theory, the critical spreading radius
value can be obtained as, rC,W
2
2R = lv =
µD2
ρDγDW . The critical spreading radius effec-
tively denotes a crossover point from a initial viscous to an inertial regime. From
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Figure 3.3: (Color online) Curve 1 represents the spreading behavior of DBP
drops (R = 0.7mm) on the under-water glass substrate (θE = 121◦). The initial
(viscous) regime shows an exponent of 0.95. A switch to the intermediate (iner-
tial) regime occurs at the critical spreading radius rC,W = 85µm which conforms
to the viscous characteristic length scale of the problem. The spreading of laser
oil drops (R=0.7mm) on an under-water glass substrate (θE = 121◦) is shown
in Curve 2. A single initial viscous regime was observed in this case. Curve 3
shows the spreading of DI water drops (R= 1mm) on a glass substrate kept in
ambient air. The very early times data indicates a growth of spreading radius
with time following a power-law dependence with an exponent 0.85. Following
this regime, the inertial regime was observed with an exponent close to 0.5, as
indicated. It is to be noted this initial regime matches well with experiments
conducted by Biance et al[7]. For DBP drops (R = 1mm) spreading in air (curve
4), a very early regime is observed with a scaling r ∼ t (i.e., a viscous regime).
Here also, the spreading process switched to an inertial regime corresponding
to the critical spreading radius value of rC,A = 100µm in accordance with the
theoretical viscous length scale. The spreading of laser oil on a glass substrate
kept in ambient air is shown in Curve 5. The spreading process, in this case,
is characterized by a viscous regime in its entirety with a gradually changing
scaling exponent (not indicated in the figure). Such a behavior is inherently
similar to the variation observed for drop coalescence of high viscosity drops in
air[15, 17]). The spreading terminated in the Tanner’s regime. θE < 5◦ for all
liquids spreading in air. All the curves terminated in the close to equilibrium vis-
cous regime, i.e., the well known Tanner’s regime[14], with an exponent close
to 0.1. The error bars are not shown for clarity.
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our experimental data, we observe rC,W = 85µm (corresponding to a 0.7mm ra-
dius DBP drop) which matches with the theoretical value (see curve 1 of Fig.
3.3). This confirms that the intermediate regime observed here is an inertial
regime with a non-negligible effect of the surrounding liquid viscosity evident
from the non-universal prefactor. The spreading process, close to equilibrium
followed a scaling law r ∼ t0.13, i.e., close to Tanner’s law [14]. Curve 2 of Fig.
3.3 shows the spreading of laser oil drops on the glass substrate under-water (in
this case, µD/µW = 200). It can be seen that the spreading process began in a
viscous regime, evident from the scaling law for spreading radius growth, r ∼ t
(best fit exponent of 0.92). Here also, a similar prefactor deviating from unity
was observed. However, in this case, no intermediate spreading regime was ob-
served. The spreading process lasted throughout in a viscous dominated regime
and culminated in the Tanner’s regime[14]. Since the critical spreading radius
( rC,W ) for this case is of the order of a few millimeters, the spreading process
always remained in a viscous regime and never switched to an inertial one.
3.3.2 Spreading in air
From our experimental observations of under-liquid spreading, it can be pro-
posed that a spreading process initiating in a viscous regime can be found in
liquid-air systems as well where the drop liquid-air viscosity yields a similar ra-
tio. Hence, we revisited the problem from the perspective of spreading of liquid
drops on a surface kept in ambient air. Experiments were thus conducted to
study the spreading behavior of DBP, laser oil and DI water drops of radius 1mm
on the same glass substrate kept in ambient air. Figure 3.4 shows the early time
spreading (bottom view images) of the different liquid drops on the boro-silicate
glass substrate in air. Water drops spreading in air yields a low viscosity ratio,
µD/µA = 55. However, it was found that its spreading process began in a regime
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where the spreading radius does not show the inertial scaling of r ∼ t1/2, which
should have been the case. Instead, the spreading radius was observed to fol-
low a scaling law, r ∼ t0.85, i.e., an exponent significantly higher than 0.5 (see
curve 3 of Fig 3.3). The duration of this initial regime was only for a period
of 0.2ms after initial contact with the substrate before the eventual transition
into the familiar inertial regime was observed where the spreading radius grew
following a scaling r ∼ t1/2. This clearly indicates that even for low viscosity
drops like water a different spreading regime precedes the conventional inertial
one. Existing literature has mostly analyzed spreading behavior of water drops
on a substrate kept in ambient air from their experimental data extracted from
side-view imaging of the entire process. The inherent problem with side-view
imaging, as pointed out by Eddi et al.[15] in their recent study on drop spread-
ing, is poor spatial resolution at early times of spreading. A lack of spatial clarity,
therein, makes it difficult to identify the exact moment of contact of the liquid
drop with the substrate and thus provides an overestimation of the initial spa-
tial data points. On the other hand, bottom view imaging correctly pin-points
the moment of first contact and thus provides early time spatial data with much
better accuracy. Our very early time data obtained from bottom view imag-
ing was thus able to identify this different initial spreading regime preceding the
commonly seen inertial one. For water drops spreading in air, the critical spread-
ing radius, rC,A is 5µm signifying a transition from the viscous (Stokes) regime
to an inertia one. Our observed data for the very early times thus indicates a
probable crossover region between the two regimes. The spreading process was
observed to culminate in the well known Tanner’s regime with a scaling r∼ t1/10
(the best fit showed an exponent of 0.13). The spreading of DBP drops in air
(µD/µA = 880, intermediate) began in a regime where the growth of spreading
radius with time was observed to follow a scaling r = C1
γDA
piµD t (curve 4 of Fig.
3.3), with the prefactor C1 close to unity. In this case, the scaling and prefactor
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are identical to that commonly observed for coalescence of two pendant drops
of similar viscosity in air[18, 22, 20]. Similar to that observed for water drops
spreading in air, the initial viscous regime observed here was only for a short
time period due to inherent rapidity of the process. Following the initial viscous
regime, the spreading process switches to a distinct second regime where the
spreading radius grew following a scaling r = D1(
γDAR
ρD )
1/2t1/2 with D1 of the or-
der of unity. In line with our theoretical prediction, this transition to an inertial
regime was observed to occur for a value of spreading radius rC,A (see curve 4
of Fig. 3.3) which satisfies the condition of viscous characteristic length scale of
the problem, (ζ ∼ lv = rC,A
2
2R ). This confirms that a regime change from an initial
viscous dominated Stokes regime to an inertial regime occurs for a spreading
radius value which conforms to the viscous characteristic length scale of the
problem. At late times of spreading, the Tanner’s regime [14] was observed.
Finally, for spreading of laser oil drops on glass substrates in air (curve 5 of Fig.
3.3), an entire initial viscous spreading regime was observed with no transition
into any inertial regime. Laser oil spreading in air represents a high viscosity
ratio (µD/µA = 11000) and a viscous characteristic length scale of few millime-
ters. Hence, a viscous spreading regime in its entirety is obvious. Spreading
remained in a viscous dominated regime where the spreading radius scaled as
r ∼ tα , with the apparent exponent α (0.5 < α < 1.0) varying throughout the
initial regime before finally culminating into the Tanner’s regime with a value of
0.08, i.e., close to 0.1. This is similar to the spreading of high viscosity drops in
air, as recently observed by Eddi et al.[15].
3.4 Conclusions
Through appropriate experimental and theoretical analysis, we conclude that
spreading of sessile drops always begins in a viscous dominated regime irre-
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Figure 3.4: (Color online) Time snaps obtained from bottom view imaging of
the early time spreading process on the boro-silicate glass substrate kept in air
for (a) a 1mm radius water drop (b) a 1mm radius DBP drop and (c) a 1mm
radius laser oil drop. r(t) represents the spreading radius growing with time.
The scale bar represents 100µm.
spective of the viscosity ratio of the drop and surrounding medium. Further,
it was found that for low viscosity ratios, the surrounding medium plays an
important role towards the spreading process. This is evident from a non-
universal prefactor, which has been previously reported in literature on pendant
drop coalescence studies to indicate a non-negligible role of the surrounding
medium [15, 17, 18, 24]. Hence, our observed results are in parity with ex-
isting literature[15, 17, 18, 24]. In a similar study, Wang et al.[24] observed
the coalescence dynamics of water-NaCl drops with oil-tetrachloroethylene mix-
ture as the surrounding medium. They found a prefactor of 0.024, i.e, strongly
deviating from unity (commonly seen for coalescence in air), for the initial vis-
cous regime of the liquid bridge growth. This indicates that the prefactor can
vary over a wide range and show significant deviation from unity depending on
the drop-surrounding liquid combination used. Only when the viscosity ratio
reaches the intermediate range, the spreading behavior shows a prefactor of the
order of unity. The occurrence of an intermediate inertial spreading regime de-
pends on the viscous length scale of the problem, i.e., the viscous length scale
should be of the order which favors a transition from an initial viscous regime to
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an inertial one. Only for high viscosity ratios, the Stokes flow for bridge growth
rate of two coalescing viscous drops in air with logarithmic corrections accu-
rately describes the spreading picture. For all cases of spreading, the process cul-
minates in the Tanner’s regime. Further, it is to be noted here, that DBP and laser
oil show equilibrium contact angles of 121◦ and 134◦, respectively, on the glass
substrates kept under-liquid i.e., an oleophobic character (any surface which
is oleophilic in air almost always exhibits oleophobic nature under-water[23]).
But such oleophobicity posed no effect on the scaling exponent observed for
their respective spreading dynamics at early times. This substantiates the claim
proposed in existing literature[15] about the wettability independent nature of
the drop spreading process at early times.
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Chapter 4
Wetting on under-liquid
micro-patterned substrates 1
4.1 Introduction
Surfaces with micro and nano scale hierarchical structures represent a new class
of smart surfaces with many real life applications[1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7]. To study the
wetting signature of such a surface in ambient air, the conventional approach is
to use the wetting theories proposed by Wenzel [8] and Cassie-Baxter[9]. In-
deed, the Wenzel and Cassie-Baxter wetting theories are widely reported to be
successful in characterizing the wetting signature of micro-nano textured sur-
faces in air [1, 7, 3, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19]. However, there
has been a recent debate regarding the validity of these two wetting theories
[20, 21, 10, 11, 12, 22, 13, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27]. The debate revolves around
the fact that these wetting theories are inadequate in characterizing contact an-
gle hysteresis (i.e., the range of contact angles exhibited by a liquid drop on a
given rough substrate), which is fundamental towards defining hydrophobicity
1A version of this chapter has been submitted as : Mitra, S., Gunda N. S. K., & Mitra, S. K.
(2016). Wetting characteristics of under-water micro-patterned surfaces: Is Wenzel and Cassie-
Baxter still valid?.J. Colloid Interface Sci., 2016.
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(or superhydrophobicity). Further, the theories are based on interfacial area
fractions and does not answer questions related to contact line pinning, line ten-
sion, etc. Studies by Extrand et al.[22, 25], Gao et al.[20, 26, 27] and many oth-
ers [28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34] have echoed this concern and emphasized the fact
that interfacial area fractions are not always significant in deciding the wetting
configuration of a drop on a rough (heterogeneous or textured) substrate. They
pointed out that interaction of the three-phases in the vicinity of the three-phase
contact line (i.e., the drop-substrate-air contact line) plays much more significant
role in deciding the wetting configuration. In line with that argument many re-
cent studies have proposed alternate wetting models to explain discrepancies be-
tween experimentally observed apparent advancing and receding contact angles
(i.e., contact angle hysteresis[35]) [22, 23, 30, 31, 32, 33, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40]
with those predicted by Wenzel and Cassie-Baxter theories. Further, another
critical consideration that needs to be made while studying the wetting behavior
on such textured surfaces is the role of energy barrier in Wenzel to Cassie-Baxter
transition. Often, a liquid drop on a textured surface prefers to stay in a Cassie-
state even though the corresponding Wenzel state is a lower energy state. This is
due to the fact that often large free energy barriers separate the two states and
for a liquid drop to transition from a Cassie state to a Wenxel state, it effectively
needs to overcome the existing free energy barrier [17]. In many cases, the liq-
uid drop fails to overcome that energy barrier and requires some external forcing
to make the transition [17, 41, 42]. This implies that multiple static(or equilib-
rium) states are possible on the same textured surface due to the role of this
energy barrier [43, 17]. Wetting transition is indeed a complex issue and only
recently some breakthrough has been made to better understand the mechanism
of wetting transition on textured surfaces [42, 44, 45, 46, 47, 48, 49, 50, 51].
Such energy barrier can be expressed in terms of a critical pressure [45, 46] be-
low the drop-air interface hanging between two adjacent pillars which ensures
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Figure 4.1: (Color online) Schematic of Cassie-Baxter to Wenzel transition of a
liquid drop on a micro-patterned substrate (with pillar width D, height H and
pitch P) in air. The enlarged view shows the drop-air interface between adjacent
pillars. pD and pA are the drop and surrounding air pressure, respectively. The
configuration of the drop on the corresponding flat substrate (with equilibrium
contact angle θeq) is also shown for reference.
whether the Cassie-Baxter to Wenzel transition is favorable or not (see Fig. 4.1
). Mathematically the transition condition in terms of liquid pressure can be
expressed as[45, 46]
pD− pA >−2γDAcosθeq
(P−D) (4.1)
where, pD and pA are the drop and surrounding air pressure, respectively, P
and D are the pillar pitch and width (or diameter), respectively, γDA is the sur-
face tension of liquid drop in air and θeq is the equilibrium contact angle of the
liquid drop on the corresponding flat substrate. If the above condition is satis-
fied, the drop will transition to a Wenzel state. Otherwise, the drop will be in a
(meta)stable Cassie-Baxter state [45, 46].
In this chapter, we aim to check the applicability of Cassie-Baxter and Wen-
zel theories in characterizing wetting signature for under-liquid micro-patterned
surfaces. To achieve this, we have fabricated Silicon based micro-patterned sub-
strates and have studied the wetting behavior of oil drops on such surfaces kept
under-water. A comprehensive study has been performed by proper measure-
ment of static, advancing and receding contact angles of oil drops on the micro-
patterned surface.
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Figure 4.2: SEM micrographs of the Si micro-patterned substrates with the dif-
ferent pillar configurations.
4.2 Experimental Section
4.2.1 Sample Preparation
A 100 mm diameter silicon (Si) substrate (Wafer World Inc., West Palm Beach,
FL, USA) was taken as the master surface. Proper cleaning procedure was per-
formed using a standard Piranha solution (H2SO4and H2O2 in 3:1 ratio) and
deionised (DI) water, and finally dried under pure nitrogen gas. A positive pho-
toresist (PPR) S1818 (MicroChem Corp, Westborough, MA, USA) was then spin
coated at 3000 rpm for 30 seconds followed by soft baking of the coated sub-
strate at 115◦C for 60 seconds. The pillars were then patterned on PPR with
standard photolithography. Further, the micro-pillars were etched anisotropi-
cally on the substrate using deep reactive ion etching (DRIE). After etching, the
photoresist was removed in PRS-100 stripper (HTA Enterprises, Microchrome
Technology Products, San Jose, CA, USA). The substrates were then cut into
6× 6mm2 pieces. The final fabricated substrates consist of arrays of cylindrical
micro-pillars constant pillar diameter 50 µm and height 15 µm but varying pitch
(60 µm, 75 µm and 100 µm, respectively) (see Fig.4.2). The complete fabrica-
tion process flow is available in existing literature[52, 53, 54]. An additional 100
mm-diameter silicon wafer was used and all the chemical treatments, outlined
earlier, was performed except the patterning process. Such wafer was also diced
into 6×6mm2 pieces, which were then used as standard reference substrates for
contact angle measurement.
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4.2.2 Instrumentation
The appropriate contact angle measurements were performed in a custom-made
contact angle measurement system. The working liquids used were deionized
water (density ρW = 1000kg/m3, surface tension in air γWA = 72.1mN/m) and
laser oil (Cargille Laboratories Inc., Cedar Grove, NJ, USA; density ρO= 1100kg/m3,
surface tension in air γOA = 24.5mN/m). The oil-water interfacial tension, γOW is
33.33mN/m [51]. Before each experiment, the micro-patterned substrates were
thoroughly cleaned with ethanol, sonicated for 10 mins and further cleaned us-
ing DI water. The substrates were then dried using nitrogen gas before put to
use. The substrates were immersed in a distortion free glass cuvette (Kru¨ss Ger-
many, SC-01) filled with DI water and millimeter sized oil drops were deposited
using a microsyringe. Once, the oil drop on the patterned substrate achieve static
(or equilibrium) configurations, images were captured using a CCD camera and
analyzed using an in-house developed Drop Shape Analysis software to extract
the contact angle information. A tangent method [56] was used to measure the
contact angle from the observed slope of the three phase contact line associated
with each image of the sessile drop. For hysteresis measurements, liquid was
pumped into (or out of) an already deposited sessile drop operating the syringe
pump at a flow rate of 10µL/min [56]. As the drop volume was increased, the
contact angle reached a maximum value close to 180◦ and on further increase,
the three phase contact line shifted to the next pillar. At the instant of this shift,
the contact angle was measured from the recorded images, which represents the
advancing contact angle, θA. Similarly, when liquid was withdrawn from the
drop, the receding contact angle, θR was measured. Due to the inherent fast ad-
vancing and receding dynamics associated with hysteresis, a high speed camera,
Photron FASTCAM UX-100 coupled with a 10X zoom lens was used at a frame
rate of 50 fps to obtain the accurate visual of the process. For every substrate,
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each set of contact angle measurements (advancing, receding and equilibrium)
was repeated 5 times to ensure consistency. The contact angles measured were
reproducible within an experimental error of ±2◦. Contact angle measurements
were also conducted on the standard reference flat Si substrates, described ear-
lier, for comparison purpose.
4.3 Results
4.3.1 Static contact angles
Table 4.1: Wenzel roughness factor (R f ) and Cassie fraction (φ) for the different
micro-patterned substrates used.
pitch (µm) R f φ
60 1.6545 0.5454
75 1.4189 0.3491
100 1.2356 0.19625
The equilibrium contact angle, θOW for an oil drop on a flat surface kept
under water can be written as[55],
cosθOW =
γOAcosθOA− γWAcosθWA
γOW
(4.2)
where γOA, γWA and γOW are the oil-air, water-air and oil-water interfacial ten-
sions, respectively. θOAand θWA are the equilibrium contact angles of oil and
water drops on a flat substrate in air, respectively. For wetting on the micro-
patterned surfaces, the equilibrium configurations are given by the Wenzel and
Cassie-Baxter Equations,
cosθW = R f cosθeq (4.3)
cosθCB = R fφcosθeq−1+φ (4.4)
where θeq(θOA,θWA,θOW ) is the equilibrium contact angle of a liquid drop on the
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Figure 4.3: A. Static contact angle measurements of oil-Si-air, water-Si-air and
oil-Si-water systems for the different micro-patterned silicon substrates: (I)
D=50µm, H=15µm, P=60µm, (II) D=50µm, H=15µm, P=75µm and (III)
D=50µm, H=15µm, P=100µm. B. Equilibrium configurations of oil-Si-air,
water-Si-air and oil-Si-water systems for the reference flat silicon substrate. The
scale bar represents 1mm.
flat surface. θOA, θWA and θOW are the equilibrium contact angles for the oil-solid-
air, water-solid-air and oil-solid-water systems, respectively. R f is the roughness
factor defined as the ratio of solid-drop liquid contact area to the projection of
the solid-liquid contact area on the horizontal plane, and φ is the fractional solid-
drop liquid contact area. For the micro-patterned substrates used, we consider
an unit square cell of cylindrical pillars with diameter D, height H and pitch P.
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Then the Wenzel equation reduces to,
cosθW = (1+
piDH
P2
)cosθeq (4.5)
For the Cassie-Baxter state, the patterned substrates having pillars with smooth
tops renders R f = 1. On calculating φ , the Cassie-Baxter Equation can be written
as,
cosθCB =
piD2
4P2
(cosθeq+1)−1 (4.6)
The static contact angle measurements of oil drops on the different micro-
Table 4.2: Comparison of static contact angles of water drops on the micro-
patterned surfaces in air with those predicted by Wenzel configuration (i.e., by
computing θWenzel from Eq. 4.5 using experimentally observed equilibrium con-
tact angle θWA).
observed equilibrium CA theoretical equilibrium CA
pitch (µm) of water in air of water in air
0 (flat) 80◦ (θWA) −
60 74◦ 73◦
75 75◦ 75◦
100 80◦ 77◦
patterned substrates as well as the smooth reference substrate is shown in Fig
4.3. The equilibrium configuration of water drops on all the different micro-
patterned substrates in air conformed to a Wenzel configuration evident from
its contact angle values (see Table 1), while oil drops exhibited very low con-
tact angles (see the first column from the left in Fig. 4.3A) on the substrates
in air reminiscent of complete wetting. But in case of wetting of oil drops in
under-water configuration, the observed contact angles deviated significantly
from those predicted by Wenzel and Cassie-Baxter theories (see Table. 4.3).
It can thus be concluded that as far as static configurations are concerned, the
Wenzel (or Cassie Baxter) theory does not accurately capture the wetting dynam-
ics for under-water systems. A mismatch in equilibrium configuration between
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Table 4.3: Comparison of static contact angles(CAs) of oil drops on the under-
water micro-patterned surfaces with those predicted by Wenzel (Eq. 4.5) and
Cassie-Baxter (Eq. 4.6) configurations (i.e., by computing θWenzel and θCB from
Eqs. 4.5 and 4.6, respectively, using experimentally observed static contact angle
θOW ).
observed CA Wenzel CA Cassie-Baxter CA
pitch (µm) of oil in water of oil in water of oil in water
0 (flat) 86◦ (θOW ) − −
60 156◦ 86.6◦ 115◦
75 132◦ 87◦ 129◦
100 117◦ 87.5◦ 142◦
our experimental data and existing theory propelled us to perform a hysteresis
study to gather more insight into this wetting problem.
4.3.2 Contact angle hysteresis
The focus of the hysteresis study was to see whether the advancing and receding
contact angles exhibited by the oil drop on under-water micro-patterned sub-
strates satisfies either the Wenzel or Cassie-Baxter theory. The advancing angles
for different micro-patterned surfaces used are shown in Fig. 4.4(i). Imaging
under-water is a challenge in itself. The pillars are not completely visible from
the raw images (see (a) and (b) of Fig. 4.4(i)). To make the pillar visible signif-
icant image analysis was performed whereby the image contrast was improved
and better spatial clarity was achieved (see (c) of Fig.4.4(i)). Hence, by proper
image correction, the location of the pillars and thereby three-phase contact line
(TPCL) was correctly identified. For all the micro-patterned substrates, the ad-
vancing contact angles observed were close to 180◦. The small difference in the
obtained contact angle values is due to difference in image clarity of the individ-
ual images which rendered a slightly different fit of the tangent method used.
Hence, a slight deviation in the computed contact angle values. Contact angle
hysteresis on textured surfaces in ambient air has been widely studied in litera-
ture [10, 22, 24, 23, 18, 58] where such high, close to 180◦, advancing contact
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Figure 4.4: (Color online) i. Advancing contact angles of laser oil drops for the
different micro-patterned substrates kept under-water: (a) D=50µm, H=15µm,
P=60µm, (b) D=50µm, H=15µm, P=75µm and (c) D=50µm, H=15µm,
P=100µm. The micro-pillars have been drawn for clarity. It should be noted
that the scale bars for (a), (b) and (c) are different as indicated in sub-figures.
ii. Receding contact angles of laser oil drops for the different micro-patterned
substrates kept under-water:(a) D=50µm, H=15µm, P=60µm, (b) D=50µm,
H=15µm, P=75µm and (c) D=50µm, H=15µm, P=100µm. The micro-pillars
have been drawn for clarity. The scale bar represents 50µm.
angle has been observed which is parity with our observed results. From a phys-
ical interpretation, it is logical for advancing contact angle to achieve a value
close to 180◦, which is the angle the three-phase contact line needs to reach to
touch the next set of pillars while advancing. However, the receding contact
angle values showed a wide variation with pillar pitch (see Fig. 4.4 (ii)). The
increase in receding contact angles with increasing pillar pitch has also been
reported in hysteresis studies in air medium [10, 24, 58]. However, the low
receding contact angle values observed here is something new and warrants fur-
ther investigation.
For a holistic study of under-water wetting behavior of such micro-patterned sur-
faces, a comprehensive understanding is required in terms of the motion of the
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Figure 4.5: (Color online) (a) Time snaps showing the receding mechanism of
a laser oil drop on the micro-patterned substrate with pitch 75µm (D= 50µm
and H=15 µm) . It can be seen that while receding, the three phase contact
line jumped from one pillar top to the adjacent one, one at a time. The frames
corresponding to t = 1.1s and t = 1.36s show the three phase contact line just
before a jump to the adjacent pillar top and indicates the receding contact angle,
θR = 58◦, in this case. The scale bar represents 100µm. (b) Time snaps showing
the receding mechanism of a laser oil drop on the micro-patterned substrate
with pitch 100µm (D= 50µm and H=15 µm). Here also, while receding, the
three phase contact line jumped from one pillar top to the adjacent one, one at
a time. The frames corresponding to t = 11.46s and t = 16.46s show the three
phase contact line just before a jump to the adjacent pillar top and indicates the
receding contact angle, θR = 79◦, in this case. The scale bar represents 100µm.
three-phase contact line during advancing and receding motion of the oil drop
over the pillars of varying pitch. Hence, we studied the receding mechanism of
the oil drop on the substrates in depth. It was found that for the substrate with
smallest pillar pitch (i.e., 60µm), the three-phase contact line receded a number
of pillars at once when liquid was pumped out of it. On the other hand, for the
larger pillar pitches (i.e., 75µm and 100µm) the contact line was observed to
shift individual pillar tops while receding (see Figs. 4.5(a) and 4.55(b)). How-
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ever, the exact nature of the wetting configuration (Wenzel or Cassie-Baxter)
was still unresolved. For under-water systems, a major concern with conven-
tional imaging is a poor visualization of the three phase contact line (TPCL)
when it comes to imaging in two axes (x and z, in our case). Such an imag-
ing fails to provide a visualization of the neighboring TPCLs or the drop-water
interface between two adjacent TPCLs. Hence, to check whether the oil drop
was in a Wenzel or Cassie-Baxter state, it was necessary to modify the imaging
technique to have a clear visualization of the receding TPCL as well as the be-
havior of the neighboring drop-water interface during receding. In that regard,
a microscope provides better visualization as far as static drop configuration is
concerned. However, for dynamic configurations involving a drop receding, a
high speed camera-lens system is a better approach.
To achieve a visualization of the drop receding motion where all the three axes
are visible, images were captured by positioning the high speed camera at an
angle of about 10◦ from the reference plane used earlier. Interestingly, it was
found that while receding, for patterned substrate with pitch 75µm, locally the
drop-water interface is pulled up while the TPCL remained pinned on the adja-
cent pillar tops (see Fig. 4.6). Then, a single TPCL receded at a time while the
neighboring TPCLs remained pinned. Similar phenomenon was also observed
for the substrate with pillar pitch 60µm where the contact line was found to
recede a number of pillars at once. Hence, the motion was considerably more
rapid and could not be captured with high resolution image clarity. The pulling
up of the drop-water interface while receding is indicative of a Cassie-like drop
configuration since such receding dynamics does not take place for a drop in
a Wenzel state. Hence, it can be inferred that the drop configuration is either
metastable Cassie-Baxter or an mixed wetting state with partial filling of the
protrusions [59].
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Figure 4.6: (Color online) Receding dynamics observed for an oil drop on an
under-water micro-patterned substrate with pillar pitch 75µm when imaged
with a slight tilt in camera-lens orientation for the purpose of visualization of
the receding mechanism in all the three axes. The pillars, not drawn for this
case, are located beneath the three-phase contact lines (TPCLs). When oil is
withdrawn from the drop, the oil-water interface connecting two adjacent TP-
CLs gets pulled up (represented by the white arrows) while the neighboring
TPCLs remain pinned on their respective pillar tops (green arrows). The reced-
ing motion then takes place with one TPCL receding at a time (yellow arrow)
while the neighboring TPCLs remain pinned on their respective pillar tops. The
dashed line represents the oil-water interface corresponding to the TPCL which
is receding. The scale bar represents 50µm.
4.4 Discussions
4.4.1 Static configuration
The comparison of the experimentally observed advancing and receding contact
angles for the different under-water micro-patterned substrates with those pre-
dicted by Wenzel and Cassie-Baxter equations is shown in Table. 4.4. The theo-
retical values are obtained by substituting θeq with θOW,A and θOW,R in Eqs. 4.5
and 4.6, where θOW,A and θOW,R are the experimentally observed advancing and
receding contact angles on the corresponding under-water flat reference sub-
strate . Though this approach is debated, still it is widely used in literature to
compare expermental values [22, 10, 23, 24, 25, 18, 19]. It was found that other
than the receding contact angle for the micro-patterned substrate with pitch 100
µm, none of the advancing and receding angles satisfies Wenzel or Cassie-Baxter
theory (see Table 4.4. This further points to the fact that a Wenzel configura-
tion observed in air medium does not always necessarily translate to Wenzel
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configuration for under-water systems. For a substrate placed under-water, the
surrounding pressure is not merely atmospheric but poses a hydrostatic head,
pH (∼ ρWgh) brought about by the height h of water column present in the cu-
vette. Therefore Eq. 4.1, applicable for substrates kept in air, does not hold
for the present under-water case. It needs to be modified bringing the account
the hydrostatic pressure ρWgh. Hence, the condition for the critical transition
pressure for an under-liquid substrate can be written as:
pD− (pA+ pH)>−2γOW cosθOW
(P−D) (4.7)
We argue that the pressure difference across the drop-trapped water interface,
pD− (pA+ pH) is significantly lower than the corresponding scenario in air, i.e.,
pD− pA. Hence, it appears that for the substrates with relatively smaller pitches
(i.e., 60µm and 75µm), the critical transition pressure required to make the
transition from a Cassie-Baxter to Wenzel state is not reached, making the drop
to remain in a Cassie-Baxter or mixed-wetting state. For the substrate with the
largest pitch, i.e., 100µm, it appears that the critical transition pressure was
achieved and a Wenzel configuration was realized which can be realized from
its receding contact angle value. The height of the water column used for the
present study is of the order of ∼ 15−18 mm. Unfortunately, due to constraints
posed by our contact angle measurement system, the parameter of liquid col-
umn height cannot be varied as an experimental parameter in terms of order of
magnitude. The constraints are mostly due to the limitations in vertical needle
movement as well as drop size. A more comprehensive computational study of
the critical pressure transition criterion would have been helpful in throwing
more light into this complex phenomenon of energy barrier mediated wetting
configuration. However, such a study is beyond the scope of the present work
and can be treated as a topic of future investigation.
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Table 4.4: Comparison of advancing and receding contact angles of oil on
under-water micro-patterned surfaces with those predicted by Wenzel (Eq.4.5)
and Cassie-Baxter (Eq.4.6) configurations (i.e., by computing θWenzel and θCB
from Eqs. 4.5 and 4.6, respectively, using experimentally observed advancing
and receding contact angles θOW,A and θOW,R ).
observed advancing theoretical advancing theoretical advancing
and receding CAs and receding CAs and receding CAs
pitch (µm) θA/θR θA/θR (Wenzel) θA/θR (CB)
0 (flat) 103◦(θOW,A)/80◦(θOW,R) − −
60 175◦/48◦ 112◦/73◦ 125◦/111◦
75 171◦/58◦ 108◦/76◦ 136◦/126◦
100 170◦/79◦ 106◦/78◦ 147◦/140◦
4.4.2 Receding contact angle values
From the observation of receding motion, it is evident that wetting configura-
tion of the oil drop on the under-water substrates with pitches 60µm and 75µm
is either Cassie-Baxter or mixed wetting state. However, the low receding con-
tact angle values observed on this substrates is something new and puzzling. A
low receding contact angle value implies wide contact angle hysteresis (i.e., the
difference between advancing and recceding contact angle) which is character-
istic of a Wenzel configuration. But, in this case, the results obtained for drop
configuration and hysteresis are contradictory. The low receding contact angles
observed can be explained from the perspective that often a thin layer of liquid is
left behind when the three phase contact line recedes from a particular pillar top.
This has been reported by Patankar et al.[21] in a similar study involving contact
angle hysteresis on textured surfaces in air. Another possibility can be the forma-
tion of precursor film [60, 61]. Formation of such films for under-liquid surfaces
is not yet well understood. However, a film formation better explains such low
curvature in the vicinity of the three-phase contact line during receding of the
drop. The exact interaction of the three phases during drop receding needs to
be investigated further in terms of the dynamics of liquid-liquid displacement.
In that regard, role of the surrounding medium density and viscosity needs to
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emphasized (unlike in ambient air) to arrive at a wetting model to describe such
dynamics. Hence, new theoretical studies are required with significant modifica-
tion to the existing models that hold true for air medium by taking into account
the role of the surrounding viscous medium. Also, recent advancement in ex-
perimental techniques like laser scanning confocal microscopy[64] would be of
great help to understand such under-liquid wetting behavior.
4.5 Conclusion
The present study reports a detailed investigation of wetting characteristics on
under-water micro-patterned substrates by studying the interaction of an oil
drop with such a under-water substrate. From ou experimental results it can
be conclude that the wetting signature (in terms of static, advancing and reced-
ing contact angles) cannot be formulated using the existing theoretical models
of Wenzel[8] and Cassie-Baxter [9]. Further, the trends seen for wetting on such
textured surfaces kept in air medium [1, 7, 3, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17,
18, 19] do not necessarily translate to similar dynamics on surfaces kept under-
water. The static drop configuration, which was found to be Wenzel on the sub-
strates kept in air, conformed to a metastable Cassie-Baxter or a mixed wetting
state when the same substrates were placed under-water. This is due to the un-
favorable free energy barrier that prevented the transition between the wetting
states. Further, the drop receding on such an under-water textured substrate
showed interesting dynamics. The receding mechanism was found to differ for
different pillar pitches. A free energy analysis of the drop-outer liquid-surface
system is fundamental towards predicting which configuration (Wenzel, Cassie-
Baxter, metastable Cassie-Baxter or a mixed wetting state) is thermodynamically
favorable. Also, since the outer liquid liquid is a dense and viscous medium, the
dynamics of liquid-liquid displacement needs to be analyzed, particularly how
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it dictates the three phase contact line motion in such a system. This under-
standing is crucial for appropriate characterization of the contact angle with
particular emphasize on the receding contact angle. With growing environmen-
tal concerns like mitigating the adverse effects of major oil spills (like the recent
DeepWater Horizon oil spill event by BP [65]), this basic study on understanding
wetting signature of under-water micro-patterned substrates garners relevance
in designing appropriate oil repellant and corrosion resistant surfaces. The re-
sults presented here points to our lack of complete theoretical understanding of
the exact mechanisms that dictate such wetting phenomenon and begs the need
to revisit the problem from a comprehensive theoretical viewpoint.
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Chapter 5
Conclusion
In this thesis, different aspects of under-liquid wetting dynamics were explored,
namely coalescence of two sessile drops on an under-liquid substrate, spreading
of a liquid drop on an under-liquid substrate and interaction of a liquid drop on
an under-liquid micro-patterned substrate. All the studies performed here have
a common underlying theme: to better understand wetting process on under-
liquid surfaces with the aid of (or with appropriate modification of) existing
theories on similar wetting processes in air. The goal is to create solutions to
emerging problems in marine environment. As a first step, this study was aimed
at better understanding of fundamentals of such wetting processes in under-
liquid systems which is currently lacking in available literature. In this chapter,
we briefly review our findings and propose possible directions towards future
study.
On under-liquid drop coalescence
In Chapter 2, we have investigated from a theoretical perspective how two
symmetric sessile drops coalesce on a substrate kept immersed in a second im-
miscible liquid. A modified lubrication theory has been developed to explain the
coalescence dynamics. The modified theory successfully incorporated the role
of both the drop liquid and surrounding liquid viscosity in dictating such a coa-
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lescence process. It was shown that the early time coalescence process follows a
universal dynamics in terms of growth of liquid bridge height formed upon ini-
tial contact. This was demonstrated through study of the bridge height growth
for a wide range of viscosity ratio of the drop and surrounding liquid. Based on
the modified lubrication theory, self similar nature of liquid bridge growth was
obtained for early times of coalescence which conforms to the corresponding in
air scenario. However, the self similarity observed, was for a lesser duration. The
observed results indicate negligible role of the contact line during early times of
coalescence.
A natural extension to the present study is the analysis of asymmetric co-
alescence, where the individual coalescing drops have different initial contact
angles. The corresponding scenario in ambient air has been performed and well
documented [1]. Further, a relevant question arising out of the present work:
Is the wedge flow approximation valid for large initial contact angles? It would
be interesting to investigate the dependence of initial (or equilibrium) contact
angle of the merging drops on the coalescence process. Also, the lower limit of
drop viscosity, which will satisfy the lubrication analysis is an interesting future
work.
On experimental front, there are certain challenges which needs to be over-
come to perform a detailed experimental validation of the present analysis. Most
hydrophilic surfaces exhibit oleophobicity under-water [2], i.e., an oil drop on a
surface immersed under-water shows an equilibrium contact angle greater than
90◦. For two liquid drops with initial equilibrium contact angles greater 90◦,
the onset of the coalescence process is different. The logical solution would be
to use hydrophobic surfaces which will show oleophilicity under-water. In the
regard, most hydrophobic surfaces are made with some sort of coating (say, on
glass) which makes the surface lose its transparency. Hence, the bridge dynamics
from bottom view is difficult to observe for such a surface. Hence, the primary
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challenge is to prepare appropriate surfaces (transparent and oleophilic) for a
comprehensive experimental investigation of such coalescence process.
On under-liquid drop spreading
In Chapter 3, the spreading of oil drops on under-water glass substrates was
investigated experimentally. The experimental procedure consists of imaging the
fast evolution of drop contact radius over time using a high speed camera. It was
demonstrated that despite the presence of a surrounding viscous medium, the
initial dynamics is inherently fast due to the large Laplace pressure gradient at
the moment of first contact. It was shown that for under-liquid cases, spreading
always began in a viscous regime where the spreading radius grew following
a scaling r ∼ t. A switch from the initial viscous regime to a second inertial
regime was observed to be dictated by the characteristic viscous length scale.
Further, the corresponding spreading problem in ambient air was revisited. It
was found that irrespective of the outer medium, spreading always began in a
viscous regime. The role of the outer medium only showed up in the prefactor of
the power law (i.e., r ∼ t for viscous regime and r ∼ t1/2 for the inertial one) ob-
served and not in the exponent. It was shown that spreading always terminates
in the Tanner’s regime irrespective of the outer medium. Lastly, it was shown
how the spreading process is truly independent of surface wettability at early
times.
The early time spreading of liquid drops is inextricably linked to the coales-
cence analysis performed in Chapter 2 due to similarity in driving mechanism
and lack of dependence on substrate wettability. The present study demon-
strated the analogous nature of spreading and coalescence which can be further
extended to create an unifying model to understand these two very similar as-
pect of surface wetting.
In the experiments performed, the initial impact speed of the drop touching
the surface was kept as low as possible to avoid any unwarranted drop defor-
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mation. It would be interesting to vary the initial impact speed, hence impact
Weber No. and study its effect on the wetting dynamics. Further, a detailed the-
oretical investigation of the exact mechanism of liquid-liquid displacement for
early times of under-liquid spreading makes an interesting future scope.
On wetting of under-liquid micro-patterned substrates
In Chapter 4, the wetting behavior of oil drops on micro-patterned substrates
placed under-water was studied experimentally. It was demonstrated that con-
ventional theories of Wenzel and Cassie-Baxter fails to accurately capture the
wetting behavior. This was concluded due to discrepancies in the observed con-
tact angle values (static, advancing and receding) with those predicted by the
theories. It should be noted here that we do not propose to completely disregard
those theories. We only point to the fact that these wetting theories do not take
into account various aspects like wetting transition, dynamics of liquid-liquid
displacement, etc which are major considerations in studying such under-liquid
systems.
The natural future extension to this study is to perform a theoretical analysis
to quantify the wetting behavior on under-water textured surfaces. This would
warrant the need of rigorous computation to understand the exact mechanism
of wetting transition. Recently, using atomistic simulations, some light has been
thrown on this complex issue of wetting transition on textured surfaces kept
in air[3]. On similar lines, computational analysis can be performed to better
understand this issue on under-liquid systems.
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Appendix A
Detailed expressions
Detailed expressions for f1(θ) and f2(θ)
f1(θ) =
1
(β 2− cos2θ)(cos3θ +β sinθcos2θ)
[
sin2θcos3θ
−βcos2θ {(1+ sinθ)2+ cosθ}+β 2(2sinθcosθ + sin2θ)]
(A.1)
f2(θ) =
1
(β 2− cos2θ)(cos3θ +β sinθcos2θ)
[
β 3sin2θcos3θ
+β 2
(
2sin3θ − sin2θcosθ)+β sinθ (sin3θ +2cos3θ)
+2sin2θcos3θ − sin2θ − cos4θ]
(A.2)
where θ(t) is the gradually diminishing wedge angle and β (t) = pi/2−
θ(t).
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Appendix B
Derivation of lubrication
equation in air
The governing equation describing the coalescence behavior of two
liquid drops on a substrate can be derived from the creeping flow as-
sumption of the Navier Stokes’ equation. The liquids are Newtonian
with a density ρD and viscosity µD. The velocity and pressure fields
are denoted by uD and pD, respectively. The continuity and momen-
tum equations can be written as,
∇uD = 0 (B.1)
∇2uD = ∇pD (B.2)
subjected to boundary conditions: no-slip at the substrate,
uD = 0 : z= 0 (B.3)
and
∂u
∂ z
= 0 : z= h(x, t) (B.4)
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On applying the boundary conditions, we get
u(x,z, t) =− 1
2µ
z(2h(x, t)− z)γ ∂ p
∂x
(B.5)
The volumetric flow rate (per unit width) can be written as,
Q=
∫ h
0
u(x,z, t)dz=− 1
3µ
h3
∂ p
∂x
(B.6)
The pressure field can be derived from the Laplace equation as,
p(x,z, t) = γ
∂ 2h
∂ 2x
(B.7)
Now applying mass conservation,
∂h
∂ t
+
∂Q
∂x
= 0 (B.8)
we get the lubrication equation for describing the coalescence of ses-
sile drops,
∂h
∂ t
+
γ
3µD
∂
∂x
(
h3
∂ 3h
∂x3
)
= 0 (B.9)
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Appendix C
Derivation of capillary length
for under-liquid systems
Consider an interface separating a liquid drop of uniform density ρD
in another liquid medium with uniform density ρL. Considering the
system to be at rest, the pressure in the liquid drop varies as pD =
pL−ρLgz where, g is the acceleration due to gravity and z measures
vertical height (relative to the equilibrium height of the interface in
the absence of surface tension). Hence, the Young-Laplace equation
yields,
(ρD−ρL)gz=−γ∇.n (C.1)
where n is the normal to the interface directed from liquid to air. If
R is the typical radius of curvature of the interface then the left-hand
side of the above equation dominates the right-hand side whenever
R l , and vice versa. Here, l is the capillary length scale given as,
l = (
γ
(ρD−ρL)g)
1/2 (C.2)
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C.1 Drop sizes used in the present study
For the liquids used in the present work i.e., laser oil and DBP, the cap-
illary length scales under-water are 7mm and 7.05mm, respectively.
Hence, the consideration of 0.7 mm radius drops for the experiments
to neglect gravity effects is valid.
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